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Abstract

A novel micro‐scale photovoltaic concept, Wafer Integrated Micro‐scale Photovol-

taics (WPV), is proposed, analyzed, and experimentally demonstrated. The WPV con-

cept seamlessly integrates multijunction micro‐cells with a multi‐functional silicon

platform that simultaneously provides optical concentration, hybrid PV/CPV architec-

ture, and mechanical alignment features. Fabrication and optical performance charac-

terization of the Si platform are described in this paper. Over 100% improvement in

the concentration‐acceptance‐angle product (CAP) is demonstrated using the wafer‐

embedded micro‐concentrating elements, leading to significantly reduced module

material and fabrication costs, sufficient angular tolerance for low‐cost trackers, and

an ultra‐compact optical architecture compatible with commercial flat panel infra-

structures. The development of a prototypical module with a 400× concentration

ratio is described. Outdoor optical characterization of the module shows acceptance

angles of ±1.7° and ±2.5° for 90% of on‐axis power and full‐width‐half‐maximum,

respectively. The projected performance of the PV/CPV hybrid architecture illustrates

its potential for cost‐effective collection of both direct and diffuse sunlight, thereby

extending the geographic and market domains for cost‐effective PV system deploy-

ment. Leveraging low‐cost micro‐fabrication and high‐level integration techniques,

the WPV approach presents a promising route to combine the high performance of

multijunction solar cells and the low costs of flat‐plate Si PV systems.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Solar energy production has witnessed dramatic growth in recent

years taking advantage of the rapid price reduction of Si‐wafer based

photovoltaics (PV), driven by scaling‐up of PV deployment volume and

technological advancement.1 However, as the efficiency of Si PV

reaches its practical limit, balance‐of‐system (BOS) costs gradually

becomes the dominant challenge for continued price reduction which
wileyonlinelibrary.c
saturates the cost learning curve.2 High‐efficiency, low‐cost PV mod-

ules beyond Si are therefore critical for further market penetration

and can potentially enable a new price learning curve for solar energy

technology.

By utilizing high performance multijunction cells and concentrator

optics, concentrating photovoltaics (CPV) systems can in principle

reduce energy production costs by considerably reducing the usage

of costly multijunction cells.3-7 In recent years, the performance of

CPV technologies has been advancing steadily, with cell and module

conversion efficiencies reaching 46% and 43.4%, respectively.8,9
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However, conventional CPV approaches are severely plagued by

several issues that offset the potential cost effectiveness. At the

module level, trade‐offs exist among the cell, optics, and module

manufacturing costs. At the system level, trade‐offs exist between

the module performance and system installation/operation costs.10,11

In order to improve the concentration ratio and reduce multijunction

cell area, complexity of the optical concentrator system has to be

increased, which inevitably increases module fabrication costs.

Using conventional concentrator optics, such need further poses

stringent requirements on tracker accuracy, mandating dedicated

CPV trackers incompatible with low‐cost trackers designed for Si

flat‐panel PV. Moreover, the inability of conventional CPV to collect

diffuse light further limits its geographic deployment and market

penetration. Diffuse radiation component of the sunlight (ie, light

scattered by atmospheric aerosols and clouds) constitutes a

considerable portion of the total incident power that usually cannot

be captured by conventional CPV systems due to the relatively small

acceptance angle. Standard solar radiation data across the USA

suggests that the contribution from diffuse radiation is approximately

2 to 2.5 kWh/m2‐day for all the locations studied, and the diffuse

component represents 20% to 40% of the global radiation depending

on the geographic location.12

The previously mentioned module‐level and system‐level cost

issues associated with CPV are fundamentally imposed by the thermo-

dynamic limit of optical concentrators which manifests as a trade‐off

between concentration ratio (Cg) and acceptance angle (θin), or, the

conservation of étendue.13,14 A key figure of merit for evaluating

CPV systems is the concentration‐acceptance product (CAP),

CAP ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Cg

p
sinθin (1)

Note that for a given optical architecture, CAP is nearly an invari-

ant for different concentration ratios but can be improved by using

advanced optical designs, eg, Miñano et al,15 Gleckman et al,16 and

Welford and Winston.17 Hence, Equation (1) reveals the trade‐off

between concentration ratio and acceptance angles and accordingly

the balance among materials, module, and system level costs. With

limited CAP values close to or below 0.5, state‐of‐the‐art CPV technol-

ogies are typically designed for high concentrations to reduce cell

costs, at the expenses of complex module designs and tight tolerances

to assembly and operation misalignments.3 For instance, CPV systems

with concentration above 1000× necessitate high‐precision module

assembly and high‐accuracy trackers (<1°), leading to significantly

increased module fabrication and BOS costs that offset the performance

and cost improvements at the cell level.

By dramatically scaling down the dimensions of multijunction cells

to the 100's of microns regime and accordingly the concentrating

optics (eg, ~ a few millimeters in diameter), micro‐scale PV integrate

arrays of micro‐cells and micro‐optics within a compact module similar

to flat plate Si PV using advanced cell fabrication and massive parallel

assembly approaches compatible with large‐scale manufacturing.10,18-

29 Integrated hybrid micro‐PV/CPV architectures can be utilized to

combine high‐performance micro‐cells and low‐cost flat plate PV,

which would considerably improve overall power conversion effi-

ciency.21,24 Furthermore, embedded planar micro‐tracking CPV using
micro‐cells is shown to be capable of significantly improving the

energy output, particularly promising for rooftop and space‐

constrained implementations.30 Potential benefits of exploiting

micro‐scale solar cells include enhanced cell performance, reduced

semiconductor and optic materials costs, interconnect flexibility,

improved heat dissipation, and a compact physical profile that facili-

tates installation and operation. Arrays of concentrators can be fabri-

cated in the form of large area optical sheets via low‐cost plastic

molding.

It should be noted that simply miniaturizing traditional CPV

modules based on fabrication and module assembly techniques

optimized for macro‐CPV is not a viable route to fulfilling the

potential benefits of micro‐scale PV due to their limited scalability.

The reduction of component size further limits the employment of

efficient non‐imaging or multi‐stage optical concentrator systems

that could bring performance close to the thermodynamic limit,

because the fabrication and assembly of such components in either

micro‐scale or large array is challenging and cost‐prohibitive.

Here we argue that, in order to reach or even surpass the cost

learning curve of Si PV technology, the following performance

attributes are demanded for future concentrator‐based PV: (1) high

performance multijunction micro‐cell arrays, (2) high efficiency, high

concentration, and large field‐of‐view micro‐optics that further reduce

usage of semiconductor materials, simplify module design, and are

tolerant to pointing accuracies of low‐cost trackers (1°~1.5°tracking

accuracy), (3) high level integration of the components within a

compact module to minimize assembly and operation costs, (4) the

module fabrication and BOS should be compatible with current Si PV

manufacturing in order to take advantages of the economy of scale,

and (5) diffuse light should be captured in a cost‐effective manner.

In this paper, recent development of a new micro‐scale PV con-

cept is presented, aiming to radically improve PV system's cost

effectiveness by further exploiting cell/optics scaling. The Wafer

Integrated Micro‐scale Photovoltaic (WPV) concept10 utilizes III‐V

micro‐cells integrated with a novel multifunctional Si platform to fully

leverage the high performance of multijunction cells as well as mod-

ule‐level and system‐level benefits of Si flat‐plate PV. The PV system

designs are guided by a detailed cost model based on industrial‐scale

fabrication processes that analyzes and predicts energy production

costs.31

Here, we report the design, fabrication, integration, and optical

performance characterization of the Si platform, which shows remark-

able versatility for integration with different micro‐cell and micro‐optic

architectures and significant improvement compared with conven-

tional concentrator PV approaches. The development of a first base-

line prototypical module is also described. In Section 2, the basic

WPV concept and rationale is described and a baseline structure with

a single primary lens is introduced. In Section 3, details of the fabrica-

tion process and characterization results of the Si platform are given.

This is followed by the optical performance characterization of the

etched Si cavity in Section 4. In Section 5, the development of the

prototypical baseline module is described and initial optical perfor-

mance characterization is discussed. Section 6 discusses the projected

performance of the proposed approach under a variety of irradiation

conditions.
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2 | WAFER‐ INTEGRATED MICRO‐SCALE
PV/CPV: CONCEPT

As schematically illustrated in Figure 1, the key notion of the WPV

concept is a multi‐functional silicon platform integrating high concen-

tration multijunction micro‐cell arrays, cell interconnects, and high per-

formance micro‐optical elements all embedded at the wafer level. The

Si cell contains etched truncated pyramid‐shaped reflective cavities

that serve as efficient non‐imaging micro‐optical concentrators and

alignment features for other micro‐optical/mechanical components

(Figure 1B to D). The III‐V cell is located at the bottom of the cavity,

which provides concentration and increases the field of view of the

entire optical system. It also improves the tolerance to fabrication

errors and refractive index changes resulting from temperature varia-

tions. Anisotropic etching of standard {100} oriented silicon substrates

exposes the {111} crystal planes to form truncated‐pyramid‐shaped

rectangular cavities with facets of an 35.3° slanting angle. The 4 sidewall

facets of the cavity are coated with highly reflective metal films. Optical

apertures of the cavities are precisely defined to match the micro‐scale

cells. The Si cell is also designed to capture and convert the diffuse

and off‐alignment sunlight which usually contribute to major optical

losses in conventional CPV systems. As a result, the WPV approach

seamlessly integrates multiple functionalities on an ultra‐compact

hybrid IIIV‐on‐Si platform, including optical micro‐concentration,

hybrid PV/CPV photovoltaic, and mechanical micro‐assembly.

As depicted in Figure 1B,C, a baseline WPV structure consists of

(1) a 1X or low‐concentration Si cell platform encompassing the

reflective cavity arrays and cell interconnects, (2) a high‐concentration

multijunction micro‐scale PV cell array integrated on the Si platform

and aligned to the cavities, and (3) a primary concentrating optic array.

Enabled by such wafer‐level integrated micro‐concentrators, the simple
FIGURE 1 A, A novel multi‐functional Si cell
platform that integrates an array of
concentrated multijunction micro‐cells; B and
C, a baseline structure consists of a molded
lens array layer, a multi‐functional Si cell, and
an integrated array of high concentration
multijunction micro‐cells; D, self‐aligned ball‐
lens concentrator on a Si cavity [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
baseline WPV architecture yields prototype designs with concentration

ratios ranging between 400× and 2400× while maintaining sufficient

angular tolerances (±1°~ ±2°) that are fully compatible with commercial

low‐cost trackers designed for Si PV (typically 1°~1.5° tracking accuracy).

Compared with high‐precision trackers dedicated to traditional CPV

modules, Si trackers have less demanding accuracy requirements, and

their manufacturing can take advantage of the economy of scale to

achieve considerably reduced costs. The Si platform with the cavities as

on‐wafer alignment features can be further integrated with a variety of

single‐stage or multi‐stage optical concentrator architectures while main-

taining a compact form factor. Analyses and experimental investigations

described in later sections suggest the WPV approach can potentially

leverage both the high performance of multijunction cells and the low

cost of flat plate Si PV infrastructures at the module‐ and system‐levels.
3 | Si PLATFORM FABRICATION AND
CHARACTERIZATION

The fabrication process for the multifunctional Si platform is schemat-

ically illustrated in Figure 2. The process starts with standard PV‐grade

double‐side polished Si wafers with 280‐μm thickness. The truncated‐

pyramid cavities were defined via anisotropic wet etching in an aque-

ous solution containing 36% KOH and 10% isopropanol (by weight) at

90°C. Silicon nitride (400‐nm thickness) deposited by plasma

enhanced chemical vapor deposition was used as the etch mask. The

specific etching condition is optimized for generating smooth cavity

sidewalls to minimize optical scattering loss. The nitride mask was

stripped in 7:1 buffer oxide etch (BOE) after the etching step, and

the wafer was subsequently encapsulated in a sputtered silicon nitride

layer to prevent electrical shorting. Ti/Au interconnects, Ti/Au/Ni/Au
(A) (B)

(C) (D)

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com


FIGURE 2 Schematic fabrication process flow for the multifunctional Si platform [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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(thicknesses: 25 nm/100 nm/100 nm/200 nm, from bottom to top)

underbump metal, sputtered silicon nitride (400‐nm thickness) solder

dam, and solder metal (5‐μm SAC305, a lead‐free alloy that contains

96.5% tin, 3% silver, and 0.5% copper) for the multijunction micro‐

cells were then sequentially patterned by contact photolithography

and lift‐off at the backside of the wafer. The interconnect and

underbump metal layers were coated using electron beam evaporation

whereas jet deposition was utilized to form the solder bumps. All

these patterning steps were performed using dry film resist (Dupont

MX 5020) to avoid the accumulation of resist in the etched cavities

from the conventional spin coating technique. In the last step, the Si

cavity sidewalls were coated with a 100‐nm reflective silver metal film

and a 150‐nm silicon nitride protective layer to prevent oxidation of

the metal coating. Multijunction micro‐cells can then be solder bonded

to the Si piece (not depicted in Figure 3). Figure 3A,B shows photos of

the front and back sides of the fabricated Si platform.

The etched Si cavity sidewall quality was examined using white

light interferometry. In the experiment, the etched Si wafers were

cleaved along the [110] direction passing through the cavities, which

divided the cavities in halves. The cleaved sample was then mounted

onto a custom‐made tilted sample holder such that one of the cavity's

4 sidewalls lies in the horizontal plane to facilitate the interferometry

measurement. Figure 3C shows the exemplary surface morphology

of the cavity sidewall characterized by white light interferometry.

The measurement yields an average RMS roughness value of

(10 ± 2) nm, introducing negligible scattering loss and thus minimum

impact on the cavity's concentration performance when sunlight is

incident on the sidewalls from the filling material (eg, PDMS).
(A) (B)

FIGURE 3 A, Frontside and B, backside photos of the Si platform with
morphology of the Si cavity sidewall measured using white light interferom
Resistivity of the interconnect metal wires was measured to be

3.1 × 10−8 ohm·m, consistent with literature values of gold resistiv-

ity.32 Based on the resistivity data, 2 interconnect designs were

modeled to evaluate the ohmic power losses in micro‐scale CPV mod-

ules. In a test module with 2 cm by 2 cm aperture, there are 11 rows of

micro‐cells, each containing 9 individual micro‐cells arrayed in a hon-

eycomb lattice pattern. In the first interconnect design, the micro‐cells

in each row are first stringed in series, and then all rows are connected

in parallel. In the second layout, all cells are connected in parallel.

Figure 4 compares the calculated fractional power loss from the test

module due to ohmic resistance. While both design can achieve low

power loss (< 2%) with a moderate gold film thickness of 300 nm,

the series design claims much reduced power loss due to the smaller

currents in the interconnect bus lines.

The results above indicate that the Si etched cavity platform fab-

ricated using standard microfabrication protocols projects adequate

optical and electrical performance for micro‐cell array integration.
4 | OPTICAL PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERIZATION

The etched Si cavity plays a critical role in simultaneously improving

the concentration ratio and acceptance angle of a micro‐CPV module

with minimally added module complexity and costs. The optical per-

formance of the Si platform is characterized by optically coupling the

reflective cavity to an off‐the‐shelf N‐BK7 ball lens concentrator, as

shown in Figure 5A to C. The optical transmission of the ball lens
(C)

etched reflective cavities; the scale bar represents 5 mm; C, surface
etry [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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FIGURE 4 Simulated power loss due to ohmic resistance of
interconnects: the 2 lines correspond 2 interconnect designs [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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concentrator under different light incident angles is measured with

and without integration with the Si reflective cavity attached to an

off‐the‐shelf photodetector (PD). In order to emulate the micro‐cell

in the ball lens only measurement, an etched Si wafer is mounted

reversely on the PD to act as a shadow mask that defines the 100

μm × 100 μm input optical aperture of the PD. The experimental setup

is shown in Figure 5D. A fiber bundle light source is used to provide
(A) (B

(D)

FIGURE 5 Optical performance characterization of etched Si cavity: A
metallization; C, side view of an etched Si cavity; D, experiment setup; E,
acceptance angle and CAP by incorporating the low‐profile Si cavity into a
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
simulated direct normal sunlight with a divergence angle of approxi-

mately ±0.25°. The light source assembly are mounted on a custom‐

designed circular rail stage so that the beam's incident angle on the

tested module can be precisely adjusted for angular response mea-

surements. The ball lens and Si platform are mounted on linear‐trans-

lation and tilt stages for alignment between the components.

The experimental results are shown in Figure 5E and compared

with simulation results obtained from a ray‐trace simulation model.

At normal incidence, optical transmittances of 90.9% and 90.1% are

measured for optical systems with and without the Si reflective cavity,

respectively. The optical losses are primarily attributed to Fresnel

losses at the non‐AR‐coated ball lens surface. Compared with simula-

tion results, the experimental results indicate that the Si cavity

enhances light collection by redirecting scattered light from the pri-

mary lens surfaces back to the cell region. The measured angular sen-

sitivity further shows that acceptance angles (defined as the angular

range with larger than 90% of on‐axis power) of ±2.39° and ±1.14°

are obtained for the optical systems with and without the Si cavity,

respectively, indicating that the etched Si cavities significantly increase

the angular tolerance of the baseline optical system.

The optical performance characterization results thus suggest that

over 100% improvement on the concentration‐acceptance‐product is

achieved by integrating the Si reflective cavity with a conventional

optical concentrator. The mechanism for such CAP improvement can

be explained by the increased incidence angle (with respect to the
) (C)

(E)

, optical simulation model; B, top view of an etched Si cavity after
experimental vs simulation results indicate >100% improvement on
traditional optical concentrator system [Colour figure can be viewed at

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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micro‐cells) of light after reflection at the cavity sidewalls. The

increased angular spread of incident light rays allows enhanced spatial

confinement of incident light (ie, higher concentration ratio) according

to the étendue conservation principle, leading to an improved CAPmetric.

It should be noted that it is very challenging to accomplish such

improvement cost‐effectively by conventional optical concentrators

due to the limited f /# of refractive elements and the significant fabri-

cation challenges of making non‐imaging elements at the micro‐scale

and in a large array format. On the contrary, the proposed WPV

approach directly embeds such critical micro‐optical elements in the

wafer level, an approach suited for large‐scale manufacturing.
5 | PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT

As schematically depicted in Figure 6A,B, the baseline prototypical

module comprises a Si platform, an array of InGaP/GaAs micro‐cells

with 100‐μm square apertures hybrid‐integrated on the Si platform,

a middle glass plate, and an aspheric PDMS primary lens array (~2.5‐

mm sub‐lens diameter) directly molded on the glass. The micro‐lenses,

Si cavities, and micro‐cells are arranged in hexagonal arrays to attain a

400× concentration ratio. The baseline structure is designed to have

an acceptance angle of ±2.2°(> 90% of on‐axis power), corresponding

to a CAP of ~0.77, while the same optical system without the reflec-

tive Si cavities has an acceptance angle of ±1.2°according to our sim-

ulations. Furthermore, with a CAP of ~0.77 the baseline WPV design

can be adapted to a 2000× concentration at a ±1° acceptance angle.

For component characterization and optimization purposes, our

first prototype consists of 2 middle glass plates that hold the molded

lens array and Si platform on their top and bottom surfaces, respec-

tively. When assembled, they provide the same total effective optical

path length as the design with a single middle glass plate. The primary

PDMS lens array is molded on the glass, as shown in Figure 6C. The

thickness of the optical system is less than 3 mm. The hybrid integration
(A)

(C) (D)

FIGURE 6 A, Schematic of baseline prototype module; B, baseline opt
integrated IIIV‐on‐Si platform bonded on glass and packaged in a Macor fr
the assembled prototype module was mounted on a 2‐axis tracker; F, accep
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
process of cells is demonstrated by flip‐chip bonding micro‐cell arrays to

the interconnects on the Si platform via solder bumps. The resulting

IIIV‐on‐Si platform is further bonded to a glass with PDMS as filler in

the Si cavities. A test piece after the integration process is shown

Figure 6D. The lens array was then aligned to the IIIV‐on‐Si cell

platform. Both the lens array and integrated Si platform are packaged

in Macor frames and the module is protected by a front cover glass.

High‐throughput, parallel micro‐cell assembly approaches, such as

transfer printing [20], can also be utilized for large‐scale manufacturing.

The first‐generation assembled prototype module was mounted

on a 2‐axis tracker (Figure 6E), and its acceptance angle was measured

on‐sun under a clear sky. Figure 6F shows the dependence of the

output optical power on the incident angle of sunlight. Acceptance

angles of ±1.7° and ±2.5° are measured for >90% of on‐axis power

and full‐width‐half‐maximum, respectively. Compared with the

simulation model (ie, black curve in Figure 6F), a gradual roll‐off of

the transmitted power is observed near the corners of the reflective

cavity. This is due to particulates‐induced air‐bubbles accumulated

on the cavity side‐walls during the PDMS filling process, which can

be eliminated in future generations. The measured full‐width‐half‐

maximum acceptance angle is in excellent agreement with the

simulation model, thereby validating the performance improvement

conferred by the Si platform.
6 | PERFORMANCE PROJECTION

The performance of the hybrid PV/CPV baseline design is projected

by optical simulations under solar irradiation with a variety of direct/

global irradiation ratios, representing different geological and weather

scenarios.33 The optical system is modeled and simulated using 3D

non‐sequential Monte Carlo ray‐tracing under a combination of direct

and diffuse light sources. The optical transmissions of the optical
(B)

(E) (F)

ical design; C, injection molded PDMS lens array on glass; D, hybrid
ame; the scale bar represents 5 mm; E, on‐sun measurement setup:
tance angle measurement result vs simulation model [Colour figure can

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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FIGURE 7 A, 3D Monte Carlo ray‐tracing simulation model of a baseline design under simulated direct and diffuse light. B, Optical transmissions
and conversion efficiency of the hybrid module vs Direct/Global Ratio. The simulation result of the hybrid module is compared with a CPV‐only
case of the same concentrator without the Si cell. Blue line: optical transmission on IIIV micro‐cell; red line: optical transmission on Si cell; black
line: calculated overall conversion efficiency combining contributions from both IIIV micro‐cell and Si cell; green line: calculated conversion
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system onto the concentrated IIIV cell and the non‐concentrated Si

cell are plotted against the DNI/Global ratio, as shown in Figure 7.

Assuming state‐of‐the‐art 4‐junction cells are used (~40% DNI module

conversion efficiency), the overall conversion efficiency of the hybrid

module is projected based on the optical simulation results and com-

pared with a CPV‐only case, also shown in Figure 7. It is clearly shown

that between Direct/Global irradiation ratio of 0.75 to 0.6, the hybrid

module provides a conversion efficiency improvement of 17% to 33%

from the CPV‐only case. In particular, the hybrid module is projected

to achieve an efficiency over 30% for low DNI regions (ie, regions with

~60% DNI) that were typically considered not suitable for conven-

tional CPV deployment.
7 | CONCLUSION

In summary, a novel micro‐scale integrated PV/CPV concept is pro-

posed and developed, which tightly integrates multijunction micro‐cell

and micro‐optical concentrator arrays on a multi‐functional Si plat-

form. The Si platform simultaneously provides micro‐optical concen-

tration, hybrid photovoltaics, and micro‐mechanical assembly

functionalities. The wafer‐embedded Si cavity concentrator is experi-

mentally shown to provide over 100% improvement on the concentra-

tion‐acceptance‐angle product, leading to considerably reduced

module costs, sufficient angular tolerance to low‐cost trackers, and

an ultra‐compact flat‐plate form factor. The development of a baseline

prototype module and its optical performance characterization is

described. The performance of the proposed approach under com-

bined direct and diffuse irradiation is modeled and projected, indicat-

ing that the hybrid PV/CPV architecture can effectively extend the

geographic and market domains for cost‐effective PV system deploy-

ment. Leveraging low‐cost micro‐fabrication and high‐level integration

techniques, the micro‐scale PV approach is capable of seamlessly com-

bining the high performance of multijunction cells and the low costs of

flat‐plate Si PV systems.
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